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INTRODUCTION  

It was difficult for Sepake Angiama, Vincent van Velsen and Richard Vijgen, who have comprised 
the Master Research Award jury for two years in a row, to produce an overarching statement on 
the Master Research Award, because the nominees’ research trajectories are so disEnct and 
reflect disciplinary and curricular specificiEes. Nevertheless, the jury was impressed by the 
diversity and depth of the research and the pracEce undertaken, and the aJenEon that the 
nominees gave to co-arEculaEng and materialising both these aspects. 

The jury noted that two different concepEons of research prevailed amongst the nominees: in 
some cases, research was tackled from the perspecEve of a set of quesEons seeking answers; in 
others, research operated as a set of quesEons driving the pracEce and the producEon of a 
body of work and a thesis. As it stands, the Master Research Award criteria advise the jury to 
focus on ‘quality of research’ rather than on the ‘evaluaEon of arEsEc work.’ But the ambiEous 
graduate submissions and the individual criteria for the award also call for the jury to assess the 
coherent links between research and pracEce through the qualiEes of their material 
manifestaEons (in the thesis, workshops, artworks, texts, performances, films, games, 
installaEons, etc.).  

The jury also noted that nominees are tackling Emely contemporary subjects and discourses 
(decolonial and feminist theory, climate change, conspiracy theories, the quesEon of binaries). 
Usually, when we pracEce research, we aim for it to contribute to a wider pool of thought or 
knowledge producEon. The jury clearly saw how the research process contributes to the arEsts’ 
and designers’ personal development, but it’s been less clear how aware the graduates are of 
their research contribuEon to that wider pool. Hence, the jury wonders about the impact of the 
excepEonal condiEons of the past two years on the research processes overall.  

All of the graduates’ presentaEons to the jury were thorough, confident, and a pleasure to 
witness. Sincere congratulaEons to all the graduates on their considerable achievements! 

1. Halla EinarsdóIr – Winner (Master Fine Art) 

Halla EinarsdóZr’s research trajectory – ‘We Have Come Back from Always’ – was highly 
producEve. The jury was impressed by the originality of the research and the strong links 
between theory and pracEce, which were demonstrated by overlapping material and 
performaEve invesEgaEons with theoreEcal and contextual research and wriEng. Halla’s 
research departed from a somewhat esoteric personal narraEve, and used that narraEve to 

http://www.hallaeinarsdottir.com/


inform and develop the rest of her research and pracEce. The criEcality of Halla’s research is 
idenEfiable in the feminist inquiry and her acknowledgment of a lineage of feminist thinkers, 
writers, and makers. The jury commended the poeEcs in Halla’s pracEce and in her wriEng: the 
objects and performances she made, as well as her use of language, displayed beauEful 
elements of cra] and storytelling. There remains a quesEon as to how the research 
communicates (beyond the close interacEon between the research and its manifestaEons) to an 
audience, how open it is to further interpretaEons. The jury sees a lot of further potenEal in 
Halla’s work, and looks forward to its development.  

2. Anna Sandri (Master Xperimental Publishing) 

The jury found Anna’s research into conspiracy theories, narraEve structures, and gaming quite 
compelling and her approach well-rounded. Her project ‘When You Might Go Astray’ departs 
from a personal inquiry into the construcEon of beliefs around religion, and develops into an 
impressive aJempt to engage with conspiracy theories in concrete ways. Applying her research 
into a game allowed Anna to test her own assumpEons about possible conclusions. In the end, 
her research didn’t shi] her predicEons, but it did allow her to analyse some shared 
characterisEcs of ficEon and conspiracy, such as the hero narraEve. The game is designed to be 
coherent with the thesis research, and the aestheEcs can be understood within contemporary 
meme culture’s referencing of the 1980s. One user noted that it doesn’t leave the player with a 
lot of agency. Anna’s research topic is Emely, and the criEcality lies in that Emeliness. As an 
ongoing project, it will benefit from further research and experiments with pracEce.  

3. Eva Garibaldi (Master Interior Architecture Research and Design) 

The jury found Eva’s ‘Unstable’ invesEgaEon into swamps very interesEng, even if the subject of 
swamps has already been well-invesEgated from mulEple interdisciplinary perspecEves, 
especially in the Netherlands. Nonetheless, Eva’s aJempt to challenge binaries between land / 
no land has criEcal implicaEons beyond the project itself. Her research quesEons basic 
assumpEons in design and architecture on this topic – namely, that we have to baJle the water 
in order to safeguard the land. Eva asserts that climate change requires us to think differently. 
However, where design is concerned, you can’t just challenge noEons, you have to translate 
your challenge into something pracEcal. Eva’s insistence that swamps undermine other binaries, 
even if only metaphorically, was perceived by the jury as brave. Her research and thesis were 
well-conceived and wriJen, and beauEfully designed. They have the capacity to underpin future 
work. There were some quesEons about the applicaEons in pracEce, and about her decision to 
materialise the research in the form of installaEon and performaEve documentaEon. The jury 
thinks that there is potenEal to test out other opEons, even one so radical as applying swamp 
thinking strategically, rather than worrying about materialising it in objects.  



Fileona Dkhar (Master Lens-Based Media) 

The jury found Fileona’s research project interesEng and relevant. In ‘I Focused the Lens on 
Myself, I Pointed it Nearby’ she reflects on the relaEonship between idenEficaEon and idenEty, 
the archive, the lens, and self-representaEon. The jury felt that she made some sharp 
observaEons and analyses, but that there were perhaps four different proposals that didn’t 
quite go far enough. The jury was quite surprised that Fileona couldn’t imagine a way to make 
the research public (in this regard, she said she’s ‘allergic to screens’). This made the research 
seem hermeEcally sealed. The jury suggests that the noEon of the nearby, which she idenEfied 
and conceptualised, could be a really useful tool for her to keep thinking about and working 
with – parEcularly when it comes to sharing her work (use of portals, abstract representaEon, 
and sound).  

Nanna van Heest (Master Design) 

A significant takeaway of Nanna’s research ‘Kleurverhalen’ is how much pleasure she gets out of 
the research process, which is commendable. However, beyond the pracEcal use and 
deployment of research in a variety of interacEve ways, it was hard to see how the research was 
conclusive, hence it was difficult to judge whether she had clarity in terms of the subject maJer 
and the relaEonship between the objecEve and the subjecEve when it comes to colour and 
feelings. Is she potenEally developing a pedagogy for colour theory? The jury felt that Nanna is 
onto something, but it’s not yet explicit and it’s important to have some conclusive elements at 
the end of the day.


